While it is accepted that protein flexibility plays a role in protein folding, catalysis, and molecular recognition, few techniques are capable of the rigorous measurement of protein motions required to quantify flexibility. Three-pulse photon echo shift spectroscopy can be used to measure the time scale of protein motions, and we have used this technique, along with steady-state spectroscopy and binding and structural data, to examine the immunological evolution of protein flexibility in an anti-fluorescein antibody. Two light chain somatic mutations increase affinity for fluorescein by 12-fold but also significantly affect flexibility. Specifically, a rigidification of the protein is seen in each of three observable motions; two slower motions undergo decreased amplitudes of displacement, by 3-and 20-fold, respectively, in response to an applied force, and the distribution associated with the amplitude of a faster motion is narrowed upon somatic mutation. The somatic mutations appear to rigidify the antibody-fluorescein complex by more strongly anchoring fluorescein to the protein and by more tightly packing the complex. The data demonstrate that in addition to affinity, antibody dynamics are systematically manipulated during affinity maturation, and they imply that the evolution of protein flexibility may be a central component of the immune response. The results also reflect the type of protein rigidification that may be important for other biological interactions, such as protein-protein, protein-ligand or protein-drug, and enzymesubstrate recognition. M odels of molecular recognition, based on conformational selection (1-3), induced-fit (4-6), or lock-and-key-type mechanisms (5, 7), are central to describing virtually all proteinprotein and protein-ligand interactions. However, these models have been difficult to test, because they differ only in the flexibility of the protein, and protein flexibility has been difficult to quantify (8). Thus, studies of molecular recognition have not focused directly on flexibility, but instead have searched for manifestations of it, such as changes in on or off rates, varying binding entropies, and structural rearrangements. Nowhere is molecular recognition more important than in the immune system, where a finite number of receptors [antibodies (Ab) and T cell receptors] must bind a virtually infinite range of foreign molecules and peptides (9-16).
M
odels of molecular recognition, based on conformational selection (1-3), induced-fit (4-6), or lock-and-key-type mechanisms (5, 7) , are central to describing virtually all proteinprotein and protein-ligand interactions. However, these models have been difficult to test, because they differ only in the flexibility of the protein, and protein flexibility has been difficult to quantify (8) . Thus, studies of molecular recognition have not focused directly on flexibility, but instead have searched for manifestations of it, such as changes in on or off rates, varying binding entropies, and structural rearrangements. Nowhere is molecular recognition more important than in the immune system, where a finite number of receptors [antibodies (Ab) and T cell receptors] must bind a virtually infinite range of foreign molecules and peptides (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) .
While it is apparent that during the initial stages of an immune response, there must be Ab present that have a broad range of specificities, Ab may also be isolated that are highly specific. These highly specific Ab are typically isolated in the later stages of an immune response and are usually highly mutated compared with their corresponding germ-line gene sequences (17) . It has thus been argued that during affinity maturation, somatic mutations act to rigidify the Ab, leading to more specific epitope recognition (9, 13, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . In this model, the binding sites of germ-line Ab (Ab before somatic mutation) are flexible, able to adopt many different conformations, and bind a range of epitopes with a conformational selection or induced fit-like mechanism. Although these flexible germ-line Ab are also expected to recognize self epitopes (18) , they are not present at concentrations sufficient to be problematic (19) . A rapid change in epitope concentration or presentation upon introduction of a foreign substance (25, 26) then induces affinity maturation of the flexible germ-line Ab into a more rigid mature Ab. The rigidity of the mature combining site results in selective recognition of the target epitope with more of a lock-and-key-like mechanism.
Previously, evidence for Ab flexibility has been sought from its structural, kinetic, or thermodynamic manifestations. For example, antigen (Ag)-induced conformational changes in combining sites have been extensively examined by x-ray crystallography (5, 27, 28) . While both large and small structural rearrangements have been observed, several studies have shown that somatic mutations preorganize the combining site for Ag binding, as was found for the anti-p-nitrophenyl phosphonate Ab, 48G7 (21, 22) . Recent structural and kinetic studies have provided evidence for a conformational selection model of antigen binding in the mature Ab SPE7, in which an isomerization appears to interconvert deep and shallow combining sites before Ag binding (20) . Kinetic and thermodynamic studies have also provided evidence for a more negative entropy for Ag association with germ-line Ab, relative to mature Ab (29, 30) . Although these results are consistent with the model that affinity maturation transforms flexible receptors into more rigid receptors, the studies do not actually measure flexibility. Testing the model requires knowledge of how the actual protein flexibility changes as a function of affinity maturation.
The flexibility of any material, including a protein, may be quantified by measuring the response to an applied force. For example, a flexible protein will respond to an applied force with low-frequency large-amplitude motions, whereas a more rigid protein will respond to the same force with higher-frequency smaller-amplitude motions. To quantify protein flexibility, both the amplitude and time scale of the motions must be known. We recently developed a technique to apply a force to an Ab combining site and characterize the energy and time scale of the protein response (31, 32) . Photoexcitation of a chromophoric Ag bound to an Ab induces an electronic and structural reorganization of the Ag, resulting in an Ab-Ag complex that is out of equilibrium. In this manner, a step-function force induces protein motions within the binding site until equilibrium with the excited Ag is established. A complete description of the induced protein motions, including the amplitudes and time scales, is contained in the spectral density, (), which describes the amplitude of the motion as a function of frequency, . Thus, () provides a quantitative description of flexibility. () may be determined by using three-pulse photon echo peak shift (3PEPS) spectroscopy, where the experimentally observable decay of the photon echo peak shift reflects the time scales and amplitudes of protein motions (31, (33) (34) (35) .
Materials and Methods
Ab were cloned and expressed as Fab fragments in Escherichia coli (36) . After isolation from the cell lysates by protein G affinity chromatography, Fab fragments were further purified with cation-exchange chromatography on a Mono S 5͞5 column (Amersham Pharmacia). The binding properties (K d and k off ) of the germ-line Fab, affinity-matured Fab, and all of the mutants with the hapten were measured by surface plasmon resonance on a Biacore 3000 biosensor by following published methods (37) . Briefly, BSA was conjugated with fluorescein (Fl) and was immobilized on a research grade CM5 sensor chip (Biacore). The dissociation constant, K d , was measured under equilibrium conditions and the dissociation rate constant, k off , was measured under kinetic conditions. The association rate constant, k on , was calculated with the equation k on ϭ k off ͞K d . The value determined for the dissociation constant of Ab 4-4-20 is somewhat larger than that reported previously (38) , which was determined by using a solution-phase Fl quenching assay. Thus, the differences may correspond to the difference between 4-4-20 binding Fl in solution versus at a surface. The germ-line precursor of the Ab was determined by sequencing and comparing the 5Ј untranslated region (5Ј UTR) of the hybridoma DNA with BALB͞c genomic sequences (www.ensembl.org) (21) The ultrafast laser source used in these measurements was described previously (31, 32) . The 3PEPS experiment is analogous to a stimulated spin echo in NMR, and it may be understood by considering the evolution of the system during the three time periods established by the three pulses. During a first coherence period, initiated by the first pulse, the electronic coherence within the ensemble of absorbing molecules dephases (for time ). During the population period initiated by the second pulse (for time T) no dephasing is possible, but environmental fluctuations continue. Finally, a second coherence period (of duration t) is initiated by the third pulse. During this period, the ensemble may rephase and emit an echo (at t ϭ ) if protein and chromophore vibrations have not uncorrelated the two coherence period environments. The decay of the experimentally observable peak shift as a function of T closely follows the time correlation function of the protein dynamics, and () may be constructed from the data by using the response function formalism, which assumes the electronic transition is linearly coupled to a harmonic bath (33) .
The response function formalism for calculating spectroscopic properties of a molecular system from a model of the nuclear dynamics has been described extensively in the literature (33), thus only a brief summary will be given here. It provides a mathematical formalism to describe the response of matter to a time-dependent light field and may be used to calculate the third-order nonlinear polarization function, which is sufficient to model the 3PEPS, transient grating, and transient absorption signals (34) . Furthermore, this formalism provides a means of calculating the steady-state absorption and emission spectra from the spectral density. The system is modeled with a chromophore electronic transition (a ground state, S 0 , and an excited state, S 1 ) linearly coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators that represent the Ag and protein vibrations. These oscillators cause the electronic energy gap to fluctuate. In this model fluctuations are probed by following the decay of coherence created within the two-level system by light-matter interactions. The spectral density, (), characterizes the frequency distribution of vibrations coupled to the S 0 -to-S 1 electronic transition and contains contributions from both protein fluctuations and chromophore vibrations. The relative weight of each contribution is scaled by its reorganization energy, , and its coupling strength, ͗⌬ 2 ͘:
[2]
Spectral dynamics of the system are contained within the linebroadening function, g(t), which may be calculated from () by the expression
in which ⌬ in is the inhomogeneous broadening, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Signals for the various time-resolved experiments such as transient absorption, transient grating, or 3PEPS, as well as steady-state absorption spectra, may be calculated from g(t) by using standard procedures (33) . GAUSSIAN 98 was used to calculate the ground electronic state geometry and normal modes of vibration (HF͞6-31G*) as well as the excited state geometry (CIS͞6-31G*) as described previously (32) . Displacements, ⌬ j , were found by projecting the changes in bond lengths onto the normal mode vectors (39) . The reorganization energy for each vibration j, j , was determined from ⌬ j and the normal mode frequency, j ( j ϭ 1͞2 j ⌬ j 2 ). The calculated frequencies were scaled by 0.9. The frequencies and reorganization energies were then used to calculate Fl () as described previously (32) . These affinity constants imply that affinity maturation occurred first by mutation of His-34 to Arg (with an 6.6-fold increase in affinity), followed by Leu-46 to Val (with a 1.8-fold increase in affinity), because the Leu46Val mutation alone does not increase the K d compared with the light chain germ-line Ab.
Results
Ag-binding kinetics were also characterized as a function of affinity maturation. Using surface plasmon resonance, we determined the rate constants for Ag association (k on ) and dissociation (k off ) ( Table 1) . Affinity maturation is seen to have a consistent effect on the k off , with the dissociation rates slowing by 1. (32) . The effect of affinity maturation on Ab flexibility was quantified by performing 3PEPS spectroscopy measurements on each expressed somatic variant (Fig. 2) . The data reveal that all three Ab respond to Ag excitation with motions on three discrete time scales: an ultrafast motion (Ͻ40 fs), as well as 3-to 5-ps and Ͼ3-ns time scale motions. Furthermore, the data show a clear trend: the proportion of low-frequency motion decreases consistently and significantly with affinity maturation. To quantify this trend, the spectral density for each Ab was determined from the 3PEPS data by using the response function formalism (33) . Peaks in the spectral density, (), correspond to a distribution of motions centered on ; the amplitude of each peak is proportional to the magnitude of the spatial displacement squared and the coupling of the motion to the electronic transition. The complete spectral density, (), is a sum of Ag and Ab spectral densities, Ag (Lower) Model Ab spectral densities. The functional forms are given in the text, and the parameters are collected in Table 2 .
was used for the fastest dynamics. In this expression, j is the reorganization energy (which corresponds to the amplitude of the motion), j is the frequency of the oscillator, and ⌫ is the damping constant. The intermediate time scale dynamics were modeled as an exponential relaxation (an overdamped oscillator) in the time domain, which gives a Lorentzian function in ():
where e is the exponential decay time. The slowest component (Ͼ3 ns) was modeled as static inhomogeneous broadening, ⌬ in .
The parameters used to construct Ab () are shown in Table 2 .
To facilitate comparison with the amplitudes of the faster motions, the values of inhomogeneous broadening are converted to reorganization energies in Table 2 ( 3 ϭ ⌬ in 2 ͞2kT). Comparison of the damping constants for the ultrafastest motion and the reorganization energies for the pico-and nanosecond motion reveal a significant restriction in protein motion upon affinity maturation.
Discussion
Adaptive immunity requires both the recognition of and the response to foreign substances. Recognition is mediated by the naïve repertoire of germ-line Ab, which must have a sufficiently diverse range of specificities to recognize, with at least modest affinity, virtually anything. This range of specificities would appear to require each individual germ-line Ab to be polyspecific, or cross-reactive, and thus able to bind a range of Ag (13, 23, 24, 29) . The ability of a given receptor to bind multiple ligands requires that the binding sites possess sufficient flexibility to adopt the multiple conformations suited to the different ligands. However, the immune response requires that clonally expanded Ab be highly specific to preclude self-recognition; thus these receptors must be sufficiently rigid to prevent population of the conformations suitable for binding self antigens. This apparent contradiction may be resolved if flexible induced-fit like receptors may be evolved by affinity maturation (during clonal expansion) into rigid lock-and-key-like receptors (21, 22, 29, 37) . In this model, affinity maturation ensures that any clonally expanded Ab is also rigidified and made specific for its target Ag. Testing this hypothesis requires directly characterizing Ab flexibility as a function of affinity maturation.
Previously, a combination of steady-state and 3PEPS spectroscopy has been used to characterize the flexibility of Ab complexes with the rigid chromophore 8-methoxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (MPTS) (31) , as well as the more flexible chromophore Fl (32) . The approach is based on characterizing the energy and time scale of protein motions within the Ab combining site that are induced in response to an excitation-induced change of the Ag electronic structure. For the Ab 6C8-MPTS complex, the protein responded to Ag excitation with three discrete motions, which were suggested to result from heavy chain loop motions. Similarly, for three Ab-Fl complexes (Ab 34F10, 40G4, and 4-4-20), each Ab again responded to Ag excitation on three distinct time scales. The time scales were significantly different from those observed in 6C8, and a comparison of the () for the anti-Fl Ab showed significant differences in the amplitudes of the induced motions. 34F10 is the most flexible, followed by 40G4, then 4-4-20. The structural origins of the observed dynamics were analyzed for the most rigid Ab, 4-4-20. Ab initio calculations and the crystal structure of the complex were used to predict the regions of the protein that were subject to the step-function force. The largest photoinduced changes in the Ag were predicted to include migration of electron density away from the xanthenone carbonyl oxygen atoms into the carbon ring system. This charge migration weakens intermolecular hydrogen bonding and results in the well known correlation of absorption and emission spectral shifts with solvent hydrogen-bond-donating strength (40, 41) . The photoinduced charge migration also weakens the intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the 4-4-20 combining site and induces protein side chain reorganization, which was suggested to be a significant component of the observed dynamics (see below). In this work, the immunological evolution of the 4-4-20 light chain has been characterized, in terms of sequence, affinity, binding kinetics, and most importantly, protein flexibility. Two somatic mutations evolved the 4-4-20 light chain, first His-34 was mutated to Arg, and then Leu-46 was mutated to Val. These mutations were selected based on 6.6-and 1.8-fold decreases in K d , which are typical of somatic mutations characterized in other systems (17) . Increases in affinity during affinity maturation have previously been ascribed to both increases in the rates of association and a decrease in the rate of dissociation. Affinity maturation-dependent increases in on rates have been interpreted in terms of kinetic selection for rapid Ag association (29, 42) , whereas decreases in off rates have been interpreted in terms of rigidifying mutations that stabilize favorable binding site configurations from which the Ag associates and dissociates more slowly than it would from a more flexible combining site (30, 43) . During the evolution of the 4-4-20 light chain, the 12-fold increase in affinity results largely from a nearly 7-fold decrease in k off . To determine whether these changes are associated with a rigidification of the combining site the flexibility of each Ab was characterized.
A comparison of the Ab () for each Ab (Fig. 2) shows that affinity maturation affects all of the observed motions. The reorganization energy and frequency of the fastest motion does not change; however, the damping constant decreases by 1.5-fold with maturation (Table 2) , indicating a narrowing of the distribution of motions. It is difficult to determine whether the changes result from changes in the damping constant alone (as is assumed here) or whether changes in amplitudes and frequencies also contribute. In the latter case, the frequencies are seen to shift higher, thus, assuming that the changes result from changes in either the damping constant or amplitudes and frequencies leads to the same conclusion: these fast motions in the combing site become more restricted with affinity maturation. The intermediate time scale motions undergo changes in both frequency and amplitude (a 2.5-fold decrease) with maturation. Finally, the amplitude of the longest time scale motions decreases nearly 20-fold upon maturation. Although these changes in amplitude are measured in unitless displacements they are certainly significant. For example, whatever the magnitude of protein deformations (i.e., angstroms, tens of angstroms, etc.) on the picosecond and nanosecond time scales, they are decreased by 2.5-and 20-fold as a result of affinity maturation. The flexibility data unambiguously demonstrate that the Ab is evolved from a flexible germ-line Ab into a significantly more rigid mature Ab. In total, the sequence, thermodynamic, kinetic, and flexibility data imply that two point mutations, His-34 to Arg and Leu-36 to Val, significantly rigidify the Ab-Ag complex and localize the combining site to a configuration appropriate for binding.
A (Fig. 3) . Models of the germ-line and somatic intermediate were generated from the structure of the mature Ab (44) by side-chain replacement and optimization (INSIGHT II, Acelerys, San Diego). Interestingly, both of the light chain somatic mutations occur in the region of the combining site that is involved in hydrogen bonding to a xanthenone group of Fl. As mentioned above, excitation of Fl is expected to weaken this hydrogen bond and induce recoiling motion of the residue 34 side chain. In the germ-line Ab, this residue is a histidine (Fig. 3 Top) , which provides a relatively weak hydrogen bond that responds to Ag excitation with relatively large-amplitude motions. The first somatic mutation, His34Arg, introduces a stronger hydrogen bond (Fig. 3 Middle), which is also expected to increase the coupling of the side-chain motion to the electronic transition. Thus, the decrease in reorganization energy observed for the two slower motions indicates that somatic mutation results in a decrease in spatial amplitude of the induced motion. The second somatic mutation, Leu46Val (within a protein already containing the His34Arg mutation), is not expected to significantly alter the coupling to the electronic transition. Thus, the second somatic mutation leads to a further reduction in the spatial amplitude of the Arg-34 side-chain motion, by optimizing packing interactions (Fig.  3 Bottom). In this manner two point mutations significantly rigidified the Ab-Ag complex.
These results demonstrate that the immune system is capable of systematically manipulating protein dynamics within a given combining site by means of specific somatic mutations during affinity maturation. This controlled rigidification may play a central role in adaptive immunity by allowing for the rapid evolution of highly specific rigid lock-and-key-like receptors from a finite set of polyspecific flexible induced-fit-like receptors. With the characterization of the 4-4-20 heavy chain somatic mutations, as well as additional Ab-Ag complexes, these results may be prove to be general. In fact, the germ-line gene repertoire may have been selected during evolution, in part, based on their encoding flexible combining sites, and somatic mutations may be selected during affinity maturation, in part, based on their rigidification of these combining sites. This possibility is particularly interesting from a biophysical perspective, where germline Ab and their affinity maturation might provide model systems to characterize the general determinants of protein flexibility and how it may be manipulated. In addition to characterizing Ab-Ag complexes, it seems likely that suitable systems might be developed for the 3PEPS characterization of protein flexibility in other biophysical processes where it might play an important role, for example, in protein folding (45) , catalysis (46) , and drug design (47, 48) .
